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Army research leads to more effective training model for robots
Multi-domain operations, the Army’s future operating concept, 
requires autonomous agents with learning components to operate 
alongside the warfighter. New Army research reduces the unpre-
dictability of current training reinforcement learning policies so that 
they are more practically applicable to physical systems, especially 
ground robots. https://www.army.mil/article/242079/

           
           

Research enhances Soldier decision making
Army researchers developed online machine learning algorithms that can help in such decision making 
processes, including for Soldiers in combat when faced with tough decisions during a mission. https://
www.army.mil/article/242195/

Army, non-profit join to grow future vertical flight workforce
The U.S. Army is developing technical skills for student aviation researchers with a new agreement 
between its corporate laboratory and an aviation society. https://www.army.mil/article/242569/

Researchers help Soldiers find targets with augmented reality
Army researchers discovered a new technique for AR to overcome bright light-
ing conditions during the day by using low contrast dimming highlights. https://
www.army.mil/article/242177/
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Army researchers design innovative tool for COVID-19 fight
An Army scientist led an effort to release a new report on what foundational research is needed to create 
speech-capable robots that communicate with humans easily and effectively. https://www.army.mil/arti-
cle/242440/
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 A U.S. Army researcher won the Army’s top award for innovation, using a futuristic approach to more 
quickly identify the best protective materials for Soldiers. https://www.army.mil/article/242778/

Researcher wins award for strong, lightweight armor discovery 

Researchers advance detection method for explosives
Army researchers use a drone-based multi-sensor system to enable standoff 
detection of explosive hazards using machine learning techniques. https://www.
army.mil/article/242508/

           
           

Turbulence model could enhance rotorcraft, munitions performance

Kombucha tea sparks creative materials research solution

The Army Research Office funded researchers at Purdue University to advance a 
turbulence model known as the Coherent-vorticity-Preserving Large-Eddy Simu-
lation. https://www.army.mil/article/242670/

           
            

A trendy fermented beverage inspired Army-funded researchers to develop a new 
way to generate tough materials. https://www.army.mil/article/242678/

           
            

Army scientists pick top 10 coolest advances of 2020
Leading scientists picked the coolest advances to showcase how Army scientists 
and researchers are supporting the Soldier of the future with a top 10 list from 
2020. https://www.army.mil/article/242136/
    
            
            

Interdisciplinary science combines ideas to make Army stronger
Dr. Stephen Lee looks to the edges of science to discover new ways to enhance future Soldier capabilities. 
https://www.army.mil/article/242582/
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